
We’re going to talk about what a sprint campaign is an how it relates to other grassroots 

campaisns

A sprint fundraising campaign is a multichannel fundraising campaign of limited 

duration with a specific fundraising message and financial goal. It utilizes an online 

donation page or pages with thermometer widget showing how much has been 

raised and how much remains to be raised to meet the goal. It is launched with 

email and possibly direct mail. It uses social media assets to drive activity to the 

donation page. Individuals connected to the organization, such as board or 

members, play a big role in getting word of mouth going as well as making asks. In 

the team fundraising version, the activists have their own fundraising web pages 

with their own personal asks.   Potential Donors are updated daily with the current 

status of the campaign.
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Before going to far into the sprint campaign, here’s a guideline list that PTP has 

developed for grassroots campaigns in general

Train your team. Get everyone trained on good data practices and involve everyone 

in keeping the data in your CRM current and accurate

Develop dashboard measurements of your organization’s progress acquiring, 

renewing and recovering donors. Check the numbers and adjust your approach if 

it’s not working as planned.

Develop a clear fundraising message and

Motivate non fundraising staff to spread the word about the importance of 

supporting your work. Short burst campaigns work well for this.

Fundraising campaigns benefit from clear leadership and careful planning.

Use multiple channels to deliver your message

Prepare your technology in advance and test it thoroughly

Fit your fundraising campaign to your organization not the other way around
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A sprint fundraising campaign is a multichannel fundraising campaign of limited 

duration with a specific fundraising message and financial goal. 

Grassroots – involves your whole organization

Multi-channel – email, social media, direct mail

Limited Duration one week or ten days or so

Specific Public Goal – 25K in 5 days.  
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Note - This slide has fly ins. Click to start.  First slide is el pueblo and it is overlaid 

with a slide highlighting  the duration and the thermometer. After a click or five 

seconds the PCP got green page comes in. It’s  showing a personal campaign page 

appeal for a small part of the funds.

It utilizes an online donation page or pages with thermometer widget showing how 

much has been raised and how much remains to be raised to meet the goal.
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All organizers & staff, board members, and membership involved. They drive the 

project with knowledge of the existing relationships and prior engagement with 

people.
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NOTE: This slide will load the email subject lines from strategy center’s campaign with a 

click or after a delay

The askers will have a message …

The Campaign has a unifying Message(s) delivered via

Email Campaign with frequent updates

Phone Banking

Direct Mail

Facebook and Twitter 

Direct Asks 

Sample Email Subject Lines from Strategy Center come in after click or 15 seconds
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Let’s look at some the phases of a sprint campaign
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Planning is critically important.
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Preparation of materials needed to run the campaign

Note also that a Commitment of FUNDS is needed to stimulate the campaign as needed.
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Data mining!
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Test test test!

be ready to troubleshoot - who is in charge of what?

Build relationship with your vendors so that you have a direct name and contact 
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Train train train

Who to go to if you have a problem
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These are all the phases of sprint campaign. We’re not going to continue to go through all 

of them, just pointing out what comes after these first stages

Set the parameters of the Sprint Campaign: 

Team

Duration of effort

Financial Goal

Campaign Appeal Message Frame

Analyze your data to set specific target fundraising levels for different 

segments

Prepare all of the promotion materials using impact stories as the center

Web site appeal

Daily messages 

Email

Facebook

Twitter

Direct Mail (if applicable)

Phone scripts

Thank yous and receipts

Premiums
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Photos

Videos

Organize and segment your donor database

Email set

Direct mail set

Phone bank set

Personal Asks set

Marshal and test your technology resources

Passwords for updating your web site

Make plans for daily integrating your database, email, and donation collection 

systems if they are separate

Test your donation receipt and thank you process

Test your credit card processing

Develop a campaign management dashboard

Train your team

Volunteers for phone banking

Board and staff for personal asks

Staff for sending emails 

Staff to update the web site

Line up donations to use to stimulate the momentum of the launch or boost a 

flagging campaign

Conduct your campaign. Use your campaign management dashboard to evaluate 

your ongoing campaign and make adjustments as necessary

Celebrate your victories with your donors

Conduct a post-campaign analysis and take notes of necessary changes

Incorporate new donors into your communications. Show them how their donation is 

making a difference.

Conduct your campaign. Use your campaign management dashboard to evaluate 

your ongoing campaign and make adjustments as necessary

cheerleading

keeping track

scheduled incentives

challenges, matches, etc

readiness for opportunities that arise

Line up donations to use to stimulate the momentum of the launch or boost a 

flagging campaign Opening gifts, matches (and when), challenges (and when) These 

donors need to be identified in segmenting under step 3E.
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Celebrate your victories with your donors

Conduct a post-campaign analysis and take notes of necessary changes

Incorporate new donors into your communications. Show them how their donation 

is making a difference. This is where stewardship comes in, both communications and 

integration within programming/organizing 
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